
SYSTEM COM.PONENTS/ DESCRIPTION

The Femnoral Introducer Sheath end Hemostasis Device (FISHta DEVICE) facilitates percutaneous entry of an
introavscular denike and nits in reducing lime to kemostasis end ambulation for femoral arterial ascess. French
sizes of thne FISWM' Device are indicated by color coding. Listed below ore the three avail able French sizes end their
corresponding colur.
FRENCH COLOR
5 (1.65 mm) Gray
6 (2.D mm) Green

8 (2.7 mm) Blue

Vessel Dilator
The vessel dilktur etroomnaticolly transitions the goidewire to the sheoth throuogh a tapered tip which opens the tis~
sot from the skin to the vessel below.

Guide Wine
The guidewire is provided to maintoin access to the vessel upun removal of the needle and during the insertion of
the FISHra Device.

Pre-Dilator
The precdilatnr opens the hole uf the entry tract to facilitote easy entry of the sheath and closore patch.

Needle
The needle provides occess to the vessel, serves as a pathway for the guidewire and has markers pleced on the
outside for measorement of the vessel depth which aids in placement of the closure patch.

INDICATIONS
The Femoral Introducer Sheath and Hemostasis device (FISH0M Device) is intended fur hemostalic clousre of femoral

F I S H em~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~rery access sites. The system is indicated for use in reducing time to hemustasis and time to emnbulation inD E V IC E patients who have undergone diagnosfic procedures using 5, 6, or 8 French procedural sheaths.
CONTRAINDICATIONS

F E M O lR A L I N 7T R 0 U C E RP This product should not he asod in patients who hove e known sensitivity or allergy to porcine derived material or

SHEATH & HEMOSTASIS resorbable sutures.
WARNINGS

D EV IC E -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~*Do anot use with [iptiedul (centrest media, Ethiudol*, or contrast media that includes components of these
agents.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE * Do not leave the FISPF Device in ithe artery for
Read instructions before use. prolonged periods nf time (>24 Irs.) without an obturator or catheter assisting and supporting the coannle

Caution: wall.
'Federal low restricts this device for use by or on the order of a physician (or allied heolthcare * The FISH" Device is for one use only. The function anod/or peeformance ni the device may be destroyed by
professionals authorized by or under the directien of sach physicians) who hove been trained by reusing, resterilizing, or cleaning the device. Additionally, adverse patient reactions may resalt. MIt wvill not be
an authorized representative nf MIR, Inc. in the use of the FISPf~ Device responsible for any damages or enpenses teat may result from reusing the FISFP Device.

* If the package nf the FISH" Device is dunmaged, stained, or appears tampered with/opened prior to use do cot
CONTENTS use.

* Dn not aooutolve. The catheter sheath and its components may he damaged by exposure to temperatures above
540 C(81300

E).
C. Guid were" * Do cot expose device to organic solvents.

o. preoeasor . ~/A V. lu Iithiadl is n trademank of GErbet S. A.

E~~code OO~~~pheh, PRECAUTIONS

* Prior to use, make sore the French size is coneret for the catheter to be used.
* When the FISH Davico is used, the entire prncedure should occur aseptically.
* A pnwer inttetr should noat be used through the 3,wary stopcock or the side lube.
* Note expiroifien dote on the device, and do not use the device if h is labeled as being espired.
* Store FISHra devices in a dark, cool, dry place. Avoid humidity end direct sunlight.
* Use of the FISH Systemn in diagnositi ponienis has not been evaluated in patlienis receiving glycopretein llhrAlla

inhibitors.
* Do not mse line FISyP Device if the puncture is mude through the posterior wall of the femoral artery or if there

are multiple punctures as sach punctures may result an a retroperitoneal hemotemorn.

Special Patient Populationsi(Pe r m it ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~The safety and effectiveness of the FISH" Device has net been established in the following polient populations:
'>-~---~------ m orris innovative research * Patieeets who are pregnant orlaccluting

907 W. Second Street patienetswho ame<1l8or > tlyeors ofge
Bloomington, IN 47403 * Patients wth bleeding dinthesis or knowa hyperunoalablte disorders
1-888-647-4465 * Palients wkh bleeding or platelet disorders

* Palieats having Von Villeirous's disease
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from the interventionni study is not discussed here. Each investigator had the opportunity to enroll up to 2 roll-in
* Patients having uncontrolled hypetension (systolic BP > 180 mmHg) patients which were non randomized patients There were a total of 28 rolMin patients combined in the diognosoic

and interventional snudy. The patients were randomized 0n a 2 to I randomization scheme (FISH device vs. Manual
* Potients honing aoto-immune disorders Compression). Of the 206 diagnostic patients enrolled in the study, 139 received the FISH00 device and 67 received
* Patients having vasular grafts at the punrcture site manual compression.

* Patients receiving glywoprntein lib/Ilia inhibitors This study included 8 U.S. sites and enrolled patients between January 2004 and June of 2006. There were a total of
* Patients with: Pseudoonaurysm, AV fistula, inlraluminal thrombus, or arterial dissection present in the 40 investigators which enrolled patients for the study.

ipsiloteral femoral artery prior to arlerial closure. All patients enrolled in the study provided a signed written informed consent and agreed to return for a

* Patients having intro-procedural bleeding around the access site. followrop evaluotion at 30±5 days. The study included patients who were undergoing diagnnstic or therapeuticcoronary or peripheral procedure performed percutoneously via the common femoral artery. The candidates were
* Patients having a palpable ipsoileral hematoma of any size observed during the colhelerization procedure. required to meet general inclosion and exclusion criteria. The palients did not require o femoral orery angiogram
* Pareints developing absent pedal pulses in the ipsilateral lower extremity during the cotheterization procedure prior to placement of the FISH device.

* Patiens needing a procedure requiring an introducer sheath size of > OF or < 4F The null hypothesis for safety was that the experimental device had a major adverse event rate that exceeded
*Patients having arterial closure site depth > 7.5 cm 1hat of he control by a deoa of 5%. The alternolive hypothesis was Ihat the experimental device has a primary safety

endpoint rate less than that of the control or exceeding that of the control by no more thon the delta 5%.
* Patients having ACT > 400 seconds at lime of sheoth removal Mull Hypothesis

Adverse Effects of the Device on Health MIR FISH (%MAC() > Manual Compression (%MACE) 5 B% delta
The FISH System was evaluated in a randomized controlled clinical investigation involving 206 diagnostic patients Alternative Hypothesis
enrolled at 8 United States clinical sites; 139 subhects (67%) received the FISH device and 67 subjects received MIR FISH (%MACE) < Manual Compression (%MACE)" 5% deho
(33%) the control, Manual Compression (MCI. Prior Io enrollment of randomized patienTs, each site enrolled non-
randomized roll-in paoients for training purposes. There were a total of 19 rol-in patients in the diagnoslic study. For the diagnostic patients, the FISH device demonstrated safety with a total adverse event role of 0.7% (1/1 39)

versus Ihe control 0.0% (0/67). The one event for the FISH device was a she related bleeding requiring transfusion.
There was one (I) death reported during the randomized investigation, which was not device-related. This These rlues for MWC in the diagnastic patients were found to be equivalent (p < 0.0001) under the experimeotal

patient was randomized to the FISH device. conditions outlined prospectively in the investigational plan.

Closure method related adverse events seen in the clinical study were: The minor adverse event rate was low for both the FISH device (2.9%) and the control (1.5%), the tests for
* Hemanomo equivalence showed these to be equal (IpO.039). The events for the device include 3 hematomas > 6 cm and I

* Bleeding Requiring Transfusion pseudoaneurysm. For the control there was one hemontom > 6cm. During the course of this clinicol trial there was
* Pseudooonurynsm Requiriog Thrombin Injection are patient death (I FISH, 0 Manua Compression). The death was not related to the use of the device.

Potential complications of allergic reaction, adhesion formation, infection or abscess, foreign body reaction, wound There were no Unooticipald Access Site Related Adverse Events.
dehiscence, or vessel occlusion were not seen. The following table (Table I) shows the adverse events from the Effectiveness Results
diagnostic clinical study. In all effectiveness endpoints the FISH device proved superior in diagnostic patients compared to the control manual
T'ablk -Ma and Miaor Cnnplficaoin n 30 D.,v- Dis.n.oli OTT 1I compression. The median time for hemostass in the FISH patients was 6 minutes versus 17 minutes for the control

Cumu. live Major and Minor Complielarons -Blackwelder Tesi for E .Nivalendce group manual compression. The median time for ambulation for the FISH device was 2.0 hours for the FISH group
RandonL~,:d sobiects N = 206 FiSH Desire 00=IS3l Manual Corn j 679 versus 4.2 hours for the control. The median lime to eligible discharge for the FISH device was 2.3 hours versus 4.5
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0.72% 0%

Comdbined Major Comic~i n, (0.7 2%. I ton .. 030%) _ Io." 4.9 hours for the control group manual compression. The following table (Table 2) shows the effectiveness resuls.
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Table I shows thal the overall MACE rates were 0.72% and 0.0% fr FISH device and coatrol group, respectively. Min -Mo-
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1
t0The overall Minor Adverse Events rates were 2.88% and 1.5 % for the FISH device and control group respectively. oin vetoessed crit eria,,. (Pr I .I 000.1

o

Clinical Studies The results of the statistical analyses demonstrate that the FISHI0device is superior to Manual Compression in terms
The FISH closure device was studied in an openlabel, randomized, mlkikenter dlinical trial which enrolled 297 of effectiveness measores for vascular hemastosis, ambulation, eligible discharge, dischaorge and equivolent relative
diagnostic and intervential patients. This United States based trial evaluated the FISH device no manual comapession. to dinconafort subjectively neasoured at 30 days post procedure. The FISH device has demonstrated safety through its
The study induded both diagnostic (N-206) and international (11-91) panients requiring a pracedure wih aon 8 low incidence of complications in diagnostic patients when compared to manual compression.
Fr or smaller sheath size. The study of interventional patients with the FISH0 device is currently ongoing. Data
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Effectiveness Endpoints PROCEDURE SUCCESS RATE
l ime to reprocstis (TTH) was measured from [he time of sheath purr to the time the patient achieved Procedure Success Rote (defined as the number of patients in which heosias was achieved with freedom from

hemostosis. For this study, the time of hemostasis was defioed as 'Absence of oozing blood that is major uomplications vs. the number attempted). this inclodes henmostasis which was achieved using ad junctive corn
readily trooted by light compression methods (e.g. sandbags, pressore dressing, light manoal pres- pression (such ad junctive comnpressioo is typically for •~ 5 minutes).
sore)' The study was designed to demonstrate 7TI superiority as compared to the control theropy. Device foilure was defined as 00 instonre in which hemasooasis could 00? he achieved using the FISHY" flavice
Figure 1IHistogram of Percentage of Patients vs. Time eo Hemostasis (in minutes) within an aliphed time (60 minutes) or with Manual (unmpression (Control) -thet is when additional moons such as a

fernsoap or mechonicul compression dump were required aD achieve hemonstasis. Four cases of device failure were
so ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~repotted -oNl hut 000 were interveationul sob jects.

CONCLUSIONS DRAWN FROM STUDIES
i.. Ile. ~~~~~~Based on the results from the clinical, in vivo and in vitro studies there is valid scientific evidence and resosnahle

40 *c:"o,~~~~~~~~~~~ba.::.,o' ~~~~~~~~~~assurance that the FISfll Device is sofa and effective when used in accordoace with the instructions for use.

10 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~The FISIF- Device has demunstruted safety through its low incidence of cumplications in diagnostic patientswhen compared ta manual compression. The FISH-h Device has demonstrated effectiveness by achieving hemnostasis
4.0 10.4 15 21.0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~ad ndltin alirthou thLinr group manual cumpression,

Time to Amnbulation (PTA) -this was measured from the time of sheath removal to the time when the patient stood RECOMMENDED PROCEDURE
en the bedside and walked at least 29 feet without evidence of re-Ibleeding. The study was designed to demniustrate The procedures and techniques presented in these instructions are not reporesentative of all acceptable protocols.
TTA superiority as compared no the control therapy. Addhiuually, they are not meant to replace or override the physician's judgment io treating a patient. The prucednre

listed below involves four processes: 1.) inserting the needle, 2.) placing the patcht, 3.) advancing the sheath and 4.)Figure 2 Histogram of Percentage of Patients vs. Time to Ambutation f in minutes) removing the sheath.

va ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Needle Insertion
so ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1 . Using cuentralled sterile technique, remove the FISH- Device and its contents from the package.

2. Remove air from the FISH5 Device hy flushing it with a suitable isotonic solution.
20 c ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~3. Insect the vassal dilator through the introducer hemostasis valve. At the huh, snap it into place. flush the dilator

10 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~with a suitable isutunic sulution.
4. CAUTION: After the dilator isoi the sheath do not attempt to remove the dilator arks may displace the release

tame tn Eligihie Discharge (TEED) - this was measured from the time of sheath pall to the time when the patlieat 5. Utsiog aseptic technique, introduce the cannula of the needle into the vessel (Figuare I).
was deemed eligible for discharge from the hospital hosed only 00 the condition of the access site. The study was
designed to demorstrate TIED superiority as campared to the control therapy.

Figure 3 Histogram of Percentage af Patients vs. Time to Eligible Discharge ( in minutes)

6. Securin te needle by holding it in place, unsert the flexible end of the guide wire through the needle and inot
20 *coo,,wM~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~n,.., ~~~~~~~the vessel. In the case that e J tip is used, slide the guide wire introducer over ale i in order to straighten i

before insenlion. Advance the guide wire to the preper depth (figure 2).

*Time to Discharge (E)-this was measured from time of sheath removal to the time the patient was discharged.
The study was designed to demonstrate TTD superiority as compared to the control therapy.

Fiyure 4 Histogram of Percenoaqe of Patients vs. Time to Discharge (in minutes)

FT a ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~7. Sat tine needle depth gauge at shin level. (Figore 3).

*Patient Discomfort -All potients were subjectively asked at the 3D day follow up to rate their site
related discomfort from Dto ID, with D being 00 painl and 10 baing the worst pain imaginable. The
results from this subjective study showed the device to be equal to the control.

Flours 3

8. Withdraw the needle while holding the guide wire in place. Apply pressure ta the Puncture she until the ontro-
Disrcn~~~~~~~~~~~~~forn ,,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ducer is insected.

4 5
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9. An optional pro-ilation step may be done at this point. If this step is taken, thread the pre-diflotor over the Advancement
guide wire. Remove the predlator from the guide wire before placing the FILSHTM Device (Figure 4). 1, With t he release wire ,emaved, the sheoth becomes independent af the patch and rae be advanced further

inoa working position (Figore 8).

Figure 8
Figure 4

Patch Placement ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2. AMe the sheath is in working posito detach the dilutor frmn die hub and withdraw bath the guide wire and dilator.

I. Place the FISHT" Device ante ihe nessel over the goide wire. A retiainig wire that travels from wilhia the proxi. 3. CAUTION: The sheath tip con become damaged if the dilator is removed prior to the sheuth heing fully
mal hub to the tip of the patch will hold the pooch until it is placed in the vessel wall (Figure 5). advanced to the working position.

4. Before p acemcent of wires or catheters through the sheoth aspirate end flush from the side port to remove
any potential air, To aid in the prevention of thrombos a hleparinized saline drip via the side port should be
considered.

5. To introduce a selected catheter into the hemostatic hub use one of the following methods:

A. Straighten the catheter by hand and insert by holding as close to the tip us possible.
or

Figure 5 B. Insert a guide wire into the sheath huh then load the catheter onto the wire,

2. Keeping the seam portiun of the sleeve and the flush tube positioned down towurds the shiv, odvaoce the NOTE: Hold the sheath huh in place when inserting, positioning, or removing a catheter. There is a suture
assembly through the tissue and into the vessel (Figure 6). collar ohat may be used to temporurily stabilize the sheath,
NOTE: Thne sleeve has u tapered front end for ease of insertion. Keeping the seam down will allew this taper to NOTE: If the hermstusis valve leeks, insert and remove the tip ef the vessel dilutor vint the valve,

minimize the force on the vesse . ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~NOTE: If measuring righi arterial pressure and/or determining cardiac output by thernnudilution mnetfiods,
discontinue infusion through the side port to prevent erters in measurement, reconnect after measorements
are token,

If exchenging a catheter, slowly remove the catheter from the introducer hub end repeat the insertion
process.

Sheath Removal

fig.. 6 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1. Before removing the sheath, pall the suture compressian tab about one ineh. (Suture compression tab is
located on the sheath hub anet to the flush pac t ube.) (Figure 9)

There are three methods for confirmiog proper patch placement:
A. Advanco the sheath on additional 1.5 to 2 cm after the sleeve has entered the tip of the vessel.
B, Advance the sheath to the some depth mark as indicated on the needle depth gouge.
C. [cave the side port of the sheath open tu visualize flash hack, then advance the sheath un additional

1.5 to 2 cm.
3. The user will feel a alight increase in pressure as the tip of the sleeve enters the vessel. As the sleeve positive

stop reaches the vessel wall, there will be a large increase in pressure. At this point, stop advancing.
4. CAUTION: After the poach is in the vessel do eat attempt to remove able patch or sheath without first pulling the

release wire located on the sheuth huh (Figure 7).
5. PuNl the release wire (Figure 7).Fia9

2. To remove the introducer, place firm downward pressure at the site end slowly remove the sheath

Figure 7

Figiree 10
NOTE: Insure the safety sutures are out of the way and that they do nut get pulled during sheath removal,

6 1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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3. Lightly pull the tubbed suture until resistonce is felt while maintaining downward pressure ut the insertion How Supplied
site (Figuore I I) Femoral Introducer Sheath & Hemostasis Device

*21 gauge needle option will (contain 0.CII guide wire

5 French Device List Number/REF 01-D000-5 contains:

0.035 or CIUB Guidewire
5French Sheath with ECM pntch
Pre-Dilator
5French Dilator

Figure 11 lB or 2I Gauge Needle

4. If the vessel dues nut cahin immediate hermonatsis, place manual compressian an the vessel to aid the device
in clusing the floe, from the vessel. 6 French Device List Numher/REF 01-000-06 contains:

5. Using mninimol tension, cut the safety sotures after insuring flow is anot obstructed 0.035 ur 0.018 Guidewire
(Figure 1 2). ((heck Pedal Pulses) 6 French Sheath with ECM patch

Pre-Dilatar
6 French Dilator
lB or 21 Gauge Needle

8 French Device List Number/REF 01-000-08 contains:
Figure 12 0.035 ar 0,018 Guidewire

6. Treat puncture site apprupriately to minimize the risk af infection. B French Sheath with ECMO patch
Pie-Dilator

Removal of Both FISH'" and Patch Instructionos 8 French Dilator
If the uperatar believes the FISHnO Device is misplaced or out a! positian er needs tu be exchunged fur u larger french It8 or 21 Gauge Needle
size, the folluwing steps should be taken:

A. Insert guide wire into the sheath. Graphic Symbols for Medical Device Labeling

B. Pull the reiease wire on the FISHP sheath ta free S15 patch fromn sheath. r LO T R N Y
C. Ytdh the guide wire in place, remuve Ike sheath. The patch may now he removed over the guide wire Batch Code CAUTION: Federal (USA) law

by pulling both the canmpressiun and tabbed sutures simultaneously. restricts this device to sale by or

Repunctum (V ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~on the order of a physician.

lIo n additional proscdure is required within 3t days, please access the opposite femoral artery (preferred) or access 2DoSterilizedF usER Ing E 0
our above the current FISIV Device access site. The device has an intro arterial sleeve and an extra-vascular pasiuriong Ethyiliene Oxide
cuff. c w f )Ehln xd

Site (mLatex FreeI

Patients receiving the FISH iN Devie should ovoid bathing in a 1gb, swimming or sitting in a hot tab for 3 days past (T AUTION: Refer to accompanying Documents.
procedure, however patients may shower, pat site dry and apply clean dressing.

Use by
Ste rility

The FlSH-M Device and its camponents ore provided stedile and mnan-pyragenic in its unopened, undamaged packogiog.
The contenas are sterilized with ethyleoe oxide and are intended far single uer only. Da not resterilize. Tlee device and
camponents are latex free. Store icea coal dry place. Distributed in the U.S. by MIR, Inc

907 W. Second Street
Toll free Customer Service:
888.641.4465
Bloomington, IN 41403
USA

Manufactured by MAIR, Inc. under the following U.S. Patent: 6,790,220

doc-Ol40-AD

B ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~9
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Potential Complications Associated with the
Use of Closure Devices
During any angogrophic femoral artery procedure in
which a closure device or manual compression is usedr
certain tsks exist The risks include but are not limited to
the following:

Pseudoaneuiysm-Baloontrig of the blood vessel

· Arteria-venaus Fistula Unintended connection
between the orery and vein

P Pain/fendemness/bruisn in the groin

* Vessel tear or disruption

* Puncture of the artery or vein

Atlergic reaction

* Undesired areril occlusionnblockage of the artery

Bleeding or hernatomo

t Intection

Caution: Federal law restricts this device to use by or on
the order of a physician.

Benefits of Using the FISHTM Device
The Fernotal Introducer Sheath and Hemstasils (FIF SH

T
l)

Device is indicated for ternoral atery ctosure, reducing
time to hemostasis, time to ambulation and time to
eligible discharge in patients requiring access of 5r6 or 8
French sheaths far endovascular diagnostic procedures.
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After femoral aoery angiographic procedures. How the FISHTM Device works: What should I discuss with my doctor or nurse
the feurart artery must be closed to prevent about the FISHTM Device?
bleeding. You are scheduled to receive the
lemordi Introducer Sheoth and Hemostosis Positioning CAUT ON If you have an a ergy to pork or absorbable
(FI$-) tevice, The Rishw Dervice is used to The patch, fashioned from, anestrocel- suture please te l your doctor or nurse. If you have a

gg~t/ into your feornorl artery' at the startd lular rix know asS I, sttached vascu ar graft or have uncontroled high booad pressure,g91n acrces into you, femoral arteryto ahe stathe saf h The presence at S S
of the procedure and then close the puncture during afheterization all
s4 io youraortiy after your procedure. The FISH~h the eaty steps of hea'rig to auto smmune disease or are pregnant or actaling.

occur whie the procedure s Sheath please te your doctor or nurse.
Device is a porcinle biomratetfal known as S1S beh anrg a a I patfrme
(Sinai tntestinal Sulbiucosa, which comes from How should I care for my site after discharge?
pils Ond wit aid in hedring your artery. A small

Some brus ng or discomfort is common following temora
tetjrsj drtery odjdfth rest of tM patch sritsvReease - adery procedures. You may feel a pea-szed knot under the

e release wire iskn and this is norma un ess it causes undue discomfol.

CI.. ~th~e~.opPlgthe low of blood. is·pulled, For the next several hours, f you need to cough,dela.hing the $1S patch and
untl the fetorafdetaching~r, the h15 patch and laugh or sneeze, place your hand over the s te and

app y light pressure
{J iJ ~ ~.i~e ~~J J~ Jrpcots tclkes

y If any b eed ng or swe Ing is seen around the
Compresstioennqdet to A-Suture putted to site, app y direct pressure w th your hand and
Atf ctflt vatelme comression .. ncompress patch contact your physician

esheath Not fy your doctor if you have any pain, numbness
Ji 'k [ ,.?'! Ol~J r~lpedl-tized knot re.moved,.ItIn rI$1P$POI tOIOIa sidai IS or burning at the site or in your tank, leg or back

suture ois usedNot fy your doctor if you see any signs of infection
to tighten the _____________ or run a fever.

WhlY is thekii SHITIM b e l c e belte bad u s e d .. m If any of the FISH patch material or suture s vsibleon ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~the hol in~
the artery The boogc matera of the outside the puncture site, do not pick at ths-over

ir phy ~Ih lt Aw /b use The FISHtIM evice patch acts as a scaffed, It with a clean, dry dressing and contact your doctor.attracting cells ta the site to
thnrode1 the artery wa.. Notify your doctor if you have any unusual

cIsjo*4#1] ri~ s) ornteeh l , ..... symptoms

c4~tep 41Ao~*vte~teo clorirdusho Healing You may shower but do not sit in a both tub, hot
ths ed~us.tefmrlareyi lsdThe vesse tub or swm for 3 days fo ow ng this procedure. After

byopplywgo pt~surediretiy to the afteryfoi
'

wal you shower don't rub the area; simp y pat area
a~obt¶15$to S0 nirlUtfesfollowed by 2to0h6 hours remade ed dr y and apply a c ean dress ng.

,~~3fs~~~t'rrr's4~~~~x. ~days ~ f you need a nother proced ure involving your

, ,s t doctor to use the oppos te leg or access the site
/t,'Mlttt~tfl o rOtft.~vi~l-~ ~ 2 cm above the current puncture site. Refer to

wallet card.

Patient Information Card

NOTPE TO PREPR[SS: have rece ved the Femora Introducer Sheath and
Hemostass (FSH) Devce A ISH5 Devce has been

Is ) I ls cFay st-ea will he It) d ofl, p aced n my (circe one) R GHT or LEFT femora artery.
If an additona procedure is requ red within 30 days,
p ease access the opposite lemora artery (preferred)

2.) L)aslshd nllet'11ita lirse insdicaes perfo~ration. Please delete beto~re ttrin/titg. or access 2 cm above the F fTM Device access site.
Direct al inquires to:

3.) Client wants patient infto card to have a vertical score down the middle so it canL

easily he foIdCd irt half and put III wallet. This is indicated with the solid inaucota Institution:
hnc. Please delete hcFore printing. Physician:

Phone #:

Date of Procedure:


